The therapeutic turn how psychology altered western culture concepts for critical psychology (2023)

in what ways has psychology become more influential in western society
in this book author ole jacob madsen considers the notion of a
therapeutic turn in western culture the tendency for psychology to
permeate ever new spheres within society the therapeutic turn evaluates
the increasing prevalence of psychology in several areas of western
society western consumer culture contemporary christianity self help
sport and politics madsen proposes that there are problematic aspects to
this development which are seldom recognised due to a widely held
assumption that the more psychology the better for everyone a recurring
concern with psychological solutions is that they often provide
individual solutions to structural problems as a result psychologists may
be inadvertently increasing the burden on the shoulders of the people
they are meant to help and at the same time our capacity to understand
individual suffering in the light of major historical and political changes
in society is becoming increasingly clouded the therapeutic turn presents
an accessible and engaging critique of the influence of psychology
within western society it will appeal to a broad audience of students
academics and lay readers interested in this aspect of modernity and
contemporary society and it will also be of great interest to practitioners
and therapists
on a remarkable journey to the values and beliefs of an ancient culture hidden in a silver box with 7 papyrus papers tied with a satin ribbon were the scrolls of success to grow personally and professionally this book shares the story of a young boy named rohan who is all set to launch his startup and before doing so he learns some essential values that will guide him towards the path of happiness success and growth it covers everything from food to clothing ancient to modern indian art and culture to western culture and jobs to business after all it's all about change and if you're not changing the world won't recognise you the modified youth culture is crafted beautifully to answer all your questions with the personal experiences of sneha thakkar the success code scrolls mentioned in this book serve as a guide that must be followed on a daily basis to achieve inner peace and experience the joy of happiness every day the indian culture which is now the modified youth culture is undergoing an unrealised transition but what exactly is this unrealised transition it is clearly visible today but only the facts are neglected youthifiedindian a few lines from the book evidence of youth culture prior to the early modern period is sketchy at best conflicts between the younger generation and adults whether at home or outside are a clear indication that a youth culture exists many pre modern societies have begun to adopt western culture to some extent allowing young people of marriageable age to congregate separately after work hours or during community celebrations and festivals local youth peer groups were formed and in some cases aspects of a youth culture emerged today's youth is extremely socially active not in person but virtually it had never been the same before some professionals refer to it as virtual networking while others use it incorrectly many social media channels have emerged as a result of advancements in the internet of things iot it is a time when people have 600 or 10 000 followers but still have problems calling even 1 single person when there is a crisis situation

The Structural Trauma of Western Culture
this book describes the diverse manifestations of trauma and the ways in which trauma has shaped and dismantled our culture. Yochai Ataria describes how we are addicted to trauma and have become both its avid producers and consumers. Consequently, the culture in which we live has become posttraumatic in the deepest sense. This is apparent in the products that have shaped and continue to shape Western culture ranging from the biblical sacrifice of Isaac to Francis Ford Coppola's Apocalypse Now. Ataria exposes the primary attributes of this so-called posttraumatic culture: sacrifice through action, an uncontrolled lust for blood, an inability to speak and describe things in words, a sense of foulness and alienation, emotional death, imperviousness, separation, and an overwhelming sense of exile.

The Therapeutic Turn

in what ways has psychology become more influential in Western society? In this book, author Ole Jacob Madsen considers the notion of a therapeutic turn in Western culture: the tendency for psychology to permeate ever new spheres within society. The therapeutic turn evaluates the increasing prevalence of psychology in several areas of Western society: Western consumer culture, contemporary Christianity, self-help sport and politics. Madsen proposes that there are problematic aspects to this development, which are seldom recognised due to a widely held assumption that the more psychology the better for everyone. A recurring concern with psychological solutions is that they often provide individual solutions to structural problems. As a result, psychologists may be inadvertently increasing the burden on the shoulders of the people they are meant to help and at the same time, our capacity to understand individual suffering in the light of major historical and political changes...
in society is becoming increasingly clouded the therapeutic turn presents an accessible and engaging critique of the influence of psychology within western society it will appeal to a broad audience of students academics and lay readers interested in this aspect of modernity and contemporary society and it will also be of great interest to practitioners and therapists

**Sports Matters**

2002-09

sports matters brings critical attention to the centrality of race within the politics and pleasures of the massive sports culture that developed in the u s during the past century and a half

**Barron's AP Art History with Online Tests**

2018-09-01

barron s ap art history with online tests is aligned with the college board's ap course and provides comprehensive review and practice for the exam this edition includes one diagnostic test and two full length practice exams in the book with all questions answered and explained two full length online practice tests with answers and explanations art history review describing major artists and art movements online flash cards to help students review required works of art additional chapters on art outside of the european tradition multiple choice questions and practice essays after every chapter
The Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of Transpersonal Psychology

2015-06-22

despite the wiley blackwell handbook of transpersonal psychology the new handbook of transpersonal psychology is a necessity today many transpersonal psychologists and psychotherapists have been waiting for such a comprehensive work congratulations to harris friedman and glenn hartelius may this book contribute to an increasingly adventurous creative and vibrant universe ingo b jahrsetz president the european transpersonal association the handbook of transpersonal psychology is an outstanding comprehensive overview of the field it is a valuable resource for professional transpersonal practitioners and an excellent introduction for those who are new to this wide ranging discipline frances vaughan phd psychologist author of shadows of the sacred seeing through spiritual illusions finally the vast literature on transpersonal psychology has been collected in what is clearly the essential handbook for psychologists and others who have either too apologetically endorsed or too critically rejected what undoubtedly will define psychology in the future if you are not a transpersonal psychologist now you will be after exploring this handbook no longer can one dismiss the range of topics confronted by transpersonal psychologists nor demand methodological restraints that refuse to confront the realities transpersonal psychologists explore this is a marvelous handbook critical expansive and like much of what transpersonal psychologists study sublime ralph w hood jr university of tennessee chattanooga with contributions from more than fifty scholars this is the most inclusive resource yet published on transpersonal psychology which advocates a rounded approach to human well being integrating ancient beliefs and modern knowledge proponents view the field as encompassing jungian principles psychotherapeutic techniques such as holotropic breathwork and the meditative practices found in hinduism and buddhism alongside the core commentary on transpersonal
theories including holotropic states science with chapters on neurobiology and psychometrics and relevance to feminism or concepts of social justice the volume includes sections describing transpersonal experiences accounts of differing approaches to healing wellness and personal development and material addressing the emerging field of transpersonal studies chapters on shamanism and psychedelic therapies evoke the multifarious interests of the transpersonal psychology community the result is a richly flavored distillation of the underlying principles and active ingredients in the field

Cross-Cultural Psychology

2019-04-01

explains and explores the important areas of psychology through a cultural perspective this book addresses key areas of psychology placing them in cultural perspective via a comprehensive overview of current work integrating culture across the major subfields of psychological science chapters explore the relation of culture to psychological phenomena starting with introductory and research foundations and moving to clinical and social principles and applications it covers the subfields that are of most importance to undergraduates and beginning graduates such as consciousness development cognition intelligence personality research methods statistics gender personality health and well being cross cultural psychology contemporary themes and perspectives 2nd edition is richly documented with research findings and examples from many cultures illuminating the strengths and limitations of north american psychology while also highlighting the diversity and vitality of this fascinating field the book offers many new chapters in addition to fully updated ones from the previous edition starting with basic concepts in the subject the book offers chapters covering ethnocentrism diversity evolutionary psychology and development across cultures it also examines education dreams language and
communication issues sex roles happiness attractiveness and more provides a comprehensive overview of current work integrating culture across major subfields of psychological science offers introductory chapters on topics such as cultural psychology and ethnocentrism which provide a foundation for more specialized chapters in development education cognition and beyond features new chapters in areas such as cultural competence culture and dreams education across cultures abnormality across cultures and evolutionary psychology presents chapters by some of the leading contributors to the fields of cultural and cross cultural psychology cross cultural psychology contemporary themes and perspectives 2nd edition is an ideal book for undergraduate and graduate courses in cultural or cross cultural psychology

A Critical History and Philosophy of Psychology

2014-03-20

presents a fresh perspective that explores the development of psychology as both a human and a natural science

Cultural Turns

2016-01-15

the contemporary fields of the study of culture the humanities and the social sciences are unfolding in a dynamic constellation of cultural turns this book provides a comprehensive overview of these theoretically and methodologically groundbreaking reorientations it discusses the value of the new focuses and their analytical categories for the work of a wide
range of disciplines in addition to chapters on the interpretive performative reflexive postcolonial translational spatial and iconic turns it discusses emerging directions of research drawing on a wealth of international research this book maps central topics and approaches in the study of culture and thus provides systematic impetus for changed disciplinary and transdisciplinary research in the humanities and beyond e.g. in the fields of sociology, economics, and the study of religion this work is the English translation by Adam Blauhut of an influential German book that has now been completely revised. It is a stimulating example of a cross-cultural translation between different theoretical cultures and also the first critical synthesis of cultural turns in the English-speaking world.

**Rhetorical Speculations**

2019-04-15

The future of writing studies is fundamentally tied to advancing technological development. Writing cannot be done without a technology and different technologies mediate writing differently in rhetorical speculations. Contributors engage with emerging technologies of composition through speculative modeling as a strategy for anticipatory futural thinking for rhetoric and writing studies. Rhetoric and writing studies often engages technological shifts reactively after the production and reception of rhetoric and writing has changed. This collection allows rhetoric and writing scholars to explore modes of critical speculation into the transformative effect of emerging technologies, particularly as a means to speculate on future shifts in the intellectual, pedagogical, and institutional frameworks of the field. In doing so, the project repositions rhetoric and writing scholars as proprietors of our technological future to come rather than as secondary receivers critics and adjusters of the technological present. Major and emerging voices in the field offer a range of styles that include pragmatic technical and philosophical approaches to the issue of speculative rhetoric exploring what new
Examining the Past and Shaping the Future

2021-11-29

the royal commission into institutional responses to child sexual abuse 2013 17 was one of the largest public inquiries in australian history and one of the most important investigations into child abuse internationally it facilitated a national conversation about justice for victims and survivors and how to improve child safety in the future through the examination of practices in key social institutions including churches schools sporting clubs hospitals and voluntary organisations it provided new understandings of the widespread abuse that many people had experienced in the past and it made recommendations for a national redress scheme the royal commission also recommended sweeping reforms in policies practices and institutional cultures offering valuable insights into the royal commission s history and background its social and cultural significance and its implications for policy development and legislative reform this book provides a wide ranging analysis of the work of the royal commission and its social psychological legal and discursive impact the chapters reveal not only the complexity of the matters that the royal commission was dealing with and the difficulties faced by the victims of child sexual abuse but also the challenges of researching and writing about this sensitive topic the chapters in this book were
originaally published as a special issue of the journal of australian studies

The Missing Myth

2013-02-26

in the missing myth gilles herrada tackles the many questions about the role and meaning of homosexuality in the evolution of our species and the development of civilization what evolutionary edge same sex relationships have provided to the human species what biological mechanisms generate the sexual diversity that we observe why homosexual behavior ended up being prohibited worldwide why homophobia has persisted throughout history why the homosexual community resurfaced after world war ii and others in this heartfelt beautifully written and painstakingly researched text the author sculpts a vision of homosexuality that integrates its many dimensions stressing the connection between the social status of homosexuality and how same sex love is depicted in the myths of a particular culture the missing myth advocates the creation of a new mythos not only informed by all the fields of knowledge but also inclusive of the beauty truth and goodness of same sex love


2019-05-23

progress in psychological science around the world volumes 1 and 2 present the main contributions from the 28th international congress of psychology held in beijing in 2004 these expert contributions include the
nobel laureate address the presidential address and the keynote and state of the art lectures they are written by international leaders in psychology from 25 countries and regions around the world the authors present a variety of approaches and perspectives that reflect cutting edge advances in psychological science this second volume builds on the coverage of neural cognitive and developmental issues from the first volume to address social and applied issues in modern psychology the topics covered include educational psychology and measurement health psychology and social and cultural psychology organizational applied and international psychology are also discussed progress in psychological science around the world with its broad coverage of psychological research and practice and its highly select group of world renowned authors will be invaluable for researchers professionals teachers and students in the field of psychology

**Media and Religion**

2013-06-17

this text examines the history theory cultural context and professional aspects of media and religion while religion has been explored more fully in psychology sociology anthropology and the humanities there is no clear bridge of understanding to the communication discipline daniel a stout tackles this issue by providing a roadmap for examining this understudied area so that discussions about media and religion can more easily proceed offering great breadth this text covers key concepts and historical highlights world religions denominations and cultural religion and religion and specific media genres the text also includes key terms and questions to ponder for every chapter and concludes with an in class learning activity that can be used to encourage students to explore the media religion interface and review the essential ideas presented in the book media and religion is an ideal introduction for undergraduate students in need of a foundation for this emerging field
the definitive history of photography book seizing the light a social aesthetic history of photography delivers the fascinating story of how photography as an art form came into being and its continued development maturity and transformation covering the major events practitioners works and social effects of photographic practice robert hirsch provides a concise and discerning chronological account of western photography this fundamental starting place shows the diversity of makers inventors issues and applications exploring the artistic critical and social aspects of the creative process the third edition includes up to date information about contemporary photographers like cindy sherman and yang yongliang and comprehensive coverage of the digital revolution including the rise of mobile photography the citizen as journalist and the role of social media highly illustrated with full color images and contributions from hundreds of artists around the world seizing the light serves as a gateway to the history of photography written in an accessible style it is perfect for students newly engaging with the practice of photography and for experienced photographers wanting to contextualize their own work

Religious Particularism vs. Religious Universalism

the process of globalization means that borders between societies are becoming less important and socio cultural developments in certain societies are increasingly influenced by events from other parts of the world this creates two opposing social effects on the one hand there is a
risk of clashes between different religions which are present within a social community on the other hand these close contacts among different religions may diminish differences among them and thus reduce tensions and conflicts this book explores the conflict between particularism and universalism particularism emphasizes the importance of the characteristics of particular social groups ethnic cultural religious and regional unlike particularism universalism emphasizes the importance of similarities among people and systems of values in individual societies the authors in this collection address some of the important issues at the interface of particularism and universalism including the role of religion as a mitigator of the influence of global processes fundamentalism as a form of collective identity and the idea of ecumenism and neo ecumenism as myth or reality an important collection for scholars and researchers in religion and faith politics and globalization

Liberation Theologies, Postmodernity and the Americas

2013-09-13

simultaneously arising out of such diverse contexts as the black community in the united states grassroots religious communities in latin america and feminist circles in north atlantic countries theologies of liberation have emerged as a resource and inspiration for people seeking social and political freedom over the last three decades liberation theology has irrevocably altered religious thinking and practice throughout the americas liberation theologies postmodernity and the americas provides a meaningful and spirited debate on vital interpretive issues in religion philosophy and ethics the renowned group of scholars explore liberation theologies uses of discourses of emancipation revolution and utopia in contrast with postmodernism s suspicion of grand narratives while assessing what the postmodernism liberation
Dolls, Photography and the Late Lacan

2020-12-30

In this fascinating new book Rosalinda Quintieri addresses some of the key questions of visual theory concerning our unending fascination with simulacra by evaluating the recent return of the life size doll in European and American visual culture through a focus on the contemporary photographic and cinematic forms of this figure and a critical mobilisation of its anthropological complexity. This book offers a new critical understanding of this classical aesthetic motif as a way to explore the relevance that doubling fantasy and simulation hold in our contemporary culture. Quintieri explores the figure of the inanimate human double as an inhuman partner reflecting on contemporary visuality as the field of a hypermodern post oedipal aesthetic through a series of case studies that blur traditional boundaries between practices photography, performance, sculpture, painting, documentary and between genres comedy, drama, fairy tale. Quintieri puts in contrast the new function of the double and its plays of simulations on the background of the capitalist injunction to enjoy engaging with new theories on post oedipal forms of subjectivity developed within the Lacanian orientation of psychoanalysis. Quintieri offers exciting analyses of still and moving photographic work giving body to an original aesthetic model that promises to revitalise our understanding of contemporary photography.
and visual culture it will appeal to psychoanalysts and researchers from lacanian psychoanalysis visual studies and cultural theory as well as readers with an academic interest in the cultural history of dolls and the theory of the uncanny

Optimizing the Self

2015-06-19

this book provides an analysis of the social representations of leading self help genres including neurolinguistic programming cognitive self help therapy mindfulness self management self esteem self leadership and self control exploring the globalised therapeutic culture of today the book argues that psychology as science is often abandoned to aid the individual pursuit for self realization and self optimization opposing the view that self help culture is external to psychology madsen argues that it is firmly embedded within psychology playing an important role in people s lives each chapter traces and critically interprets a range of self help philosophies and techniques examining the claims of self help literature to represent the most innovative psychological medical or neurobiological research discussing each genre in turn chapters examine key research alongside self help literature to explore the effectiveness and impact of leading self help genres in various social contexts and environments the book offers a contemporary critical overview of issues concerning self help combining critical psychology with the theory of social representation to provide a broad perspective on self help as a valid psychology optimizing the self will be of interest to academics researchers and postgraduate students in the fields of social representation critical and cultural psychology and theory clinical psychology and the sociology of culture and science the book will also be of use to critical and cultural psychologists and theorists as well as clinical psychologists
taking a global viewpoint this volume addresses issues arising from recent developments in the enduring and topical debates over genetically modified organisms gmos and their relationship to intellectual property ip the work examines changing responses to the growing acceptance and prevalence of gmos drawing together perspectives from several of the leading international scholars in this area the contributions seek to break away from analysis of safety and regulation and examine the diversity of ways the law and gmos have become entangled this collection presents the start of a much broader engagement with gmos and law as gmo technology becomes increasingly more complex and embedded in our lives this volume will be a useful resource in leading further discussion and debate about gmos in academia in government and among those working on future policy

the psychologization of society explores the manner in which psychology has increasingly crept into everyday life with nature reduced to a source of mental health the belief in god motivated by health not salvation sin and evil turned into psychiatric diagnosis and the market economy being primarily driven by psychology showing that norway like the united states and great britain is currently subjected to a psychological worldview or therapeutic ethos madsen examines an array of spheres such as media law religion self help literature and cosmetic surgery to shed light on the ways in which the therapeutic ethos rather
than simply triumphing over them actually blends in with regional norms and values a study of the psychological imprint on western countries as a form of the global democratisation of psychologised self care this book explores the boundless struggle to be the best version of yourself in contemporary neoliberal culture as such it will appeal to scholars of sociology psychology and cultural and media studies with interests in therapeutic discourses and paradoxes of health

**Therapeutic Worlds**

2019-02-04

this book builds a fresh perspective on therapeutic narratives of intimate life focusing on the question of how popular psychology organises everyday experiences of intimacy its argument is grounded in qualitative research in trinidad in the anglophone caribbean against the backdrop of trinidad s colonial and postcolonial history the authors map the development of therapeutic institutions and popular therapeutic practices and explore how transnationally mobile commercial forms of popular psychology mostly originating in the global north have taken root in trinidadian society through online social networks self help books and other media in this sense the book adds to social research on the transnational spread of a digital attention economy and its participation in the proliferation of popular psychological discourse drawing on in depth interviews with self help readers the book considers how popular psychology organises their everyday experiences of intimate life it argues that the proliferation of self help media contributes to the psychologisation of intimate relationships and obscures the social dimensions of intimacy in terms of gender race ethnicity and other social structures and inequalities at the same time the book draws on anthropological arguments about the colonisation of consciousness in the global south to interpret the insertion of transnationally mobile popular psychology into trinidadian society an innovative contribution to
scholarship on therapeutic cultures which explores the widely under researched dissemination of popular psychology in the global south the book adds to a sociological understanding of the ways in which therapeutic narratives of self and intimate relationships come to be incorporated into everyday experience as such it will appeal to scholars of cultural studies anthropology and the sociology of gender sexuality families and personal life

The Dialectics of Exile

2004

the history of exile literature is as old as the history of writing itself despite this vast and varied literary tradition criticism of exile writing has tended to analyze these works according to a binary logic where exile either produces creative freedom or it traps the writer in restrictive nostalgia the dialectics of exile nation time language and space in hispanic literatures offers a theory of exile writing that accounts for the persistence of these dual impulses and for the ways that they often co exist within the same literary works focusing on writers working in the latter part of the twentieth century who were exiled during a historical moment of increasing globalization transnational economics and the theoretical shifts of postmodernism sophia a mcclennen proposes that exile literature is best understood as a series of dialectic tensions about cultural identity through comparative analysis of juan goytisolo spain ariel dorfman chile and cristina peri rossi uruguay this book explores how these writers represent exile identity each chapter addresses dilemmas central to debates over cultural identity such as nationalism versus globalization time as historical or cyclical language as representationally accurate or disconnected from reality and social space as utopic or dystopic mcclennen demonstrates how the complex writing of these three authors functions as an alternative discourse of cultural identity that not only challenges official versions imposed by
The Remaking of the Chinese Character and Identity in the 21st Century

2001-09-30

Wenshan Jia demonstrates that a true liberation of Chinese civic discourse can start with a focus on indigenous cultural practices such as face practices. The understanding that every human face offers a distinct cultural grammar for acting, speaking, and feeling Chinese character and identity, the author argues, are primarily functions of communication and as such these practices are of enormous consequence to the necessary reconstruction of Chinese identity in the changing socioeconomic context of the 21st century. In this way, Jia finds a middle ground between the advocacy of complete Westernization and radical Chinese nationalism as a pragmatic alternative. Communication is key; never before has facework research been approached so systematically from the standpoint of its relationship to character and identity. Jia’s work substantially advances the literature on Chinese communication and presents a unique perspective on its relationship to social transformation. This new paradigm of facework, including analytical methods such as circular questioning in addition to major case studies, challenges traditional views while pointing the way toward a new and valuable social constructionist view.

Trauma

2007-02-05
compiled by internationally recognized experts in trauma critical care
this set discusses the entire gamut of critical care management of the
trauma patient

Self-Esteem

2024-02-07

at the end of the last century the idea of self esteem became enormously
influential a staggering amount of psychological research and self help
literature was published and before long was devoured by readers self
esteem initiatives permeated american schools self esteem became the
way of understanding ourselves our personalities our interactions with
others nowadays few people think much about the idea of self esteem
but perhaps we should self esteem an american history is the first
historical study exploring the emotional politics of self esteem in modern
america written with verve and insight ian miller s expert analysis
explores the critiques of self help which accuse it of propping up
conservative agendas by encouraging us to look solely inside ourselves
to resolve life s problems at the same time he reveals how african
american lgbtq and feminist activists endeavored to build positive
collective identities based upon self esteem pride and self respect this
revelatory book will be essential reading for anyone with an interest in
the history of mental health well being emotions in the united states
unique society and culture

Handbook of Critical Psychology

2015-04-17
choice recommended read critical psychology has developed over time
from different standpoints and in different cultural contexts embracing a
variety of perspectives this cutting edge and comprehensive handbook
values and reflects this diversity of approaches to critical psychology
today providing a definitive state of the art account of the field and an
opening to the lines of argument that will take it forward in the years to
come the individual chapters by leading and emerging scholars plot the
development of a critical perspective on different elements of the host
discipline of psychology the book begins by systematically addressing
each separate specialist area of psychology before going on to consider
how aspects of critical psychology transcend the divisions that mark the
discipline the final part of the volume explores the variety of cultural and
political standpoints that have made critical psychology such a vibrant
contented terrain of debate the handbook of critical psychology
represents a key resource for researchers and practitioners across all
relevant disciplines it will be of particular interest to students and
researchers in psychology psychosocial studies sociology social
anthropology and cultural studies and to discourse analysts of different
traditions including those in critical linguistics and political theory

The Routledge International Handbook of
Global Therapeutic Cultures

2020-08-24

the routledge international handbook of global therapeutic cultures
explores central lines of enquiry and seminal scholarship on therapeutic
cultures popular psychology and the happiness industry bringing
together studies of therapeutic cultures from sociology anthropology
psychology education politics law history social work cultural studies
development studies and american indian studies it adopts a consciously
global focus combining studies of the psychologisation of social life
from across the world thematically organised it offers historical accounts of the growing prominence of therapeutic discourses and practices in everyday life before moving to consider the construction of self identity in the context of the diffusion of therapeutic discourses in connection with the global spread of capitalism with attention to the ways in which emotional language has brought new problematisations of the dichotomy between the normal and the pathological as well as significant transformations of key institutions such as work family education and religion it examines emergent trends in therapeutic culture and explores the manner in which the advent of new therapeutic technologies the political interest in happiness and the radical privatisation and financialisation of social life converge to remake self identities and modes of everyday experience finally the volume features the work of scholars who have foregrounded the historical and contemporary implication of psychotherapeutic practices in processes of globalisation and colonial and postcolonial modes of social organisation presenting agenda setting research to encourage interdisciplinary and international dialogue and foster the development of a distinctive new field of social research the routledge international handbook of global therapeutic cultures will appeal to scholars across the social sciences with interests in the advance of therapeutic discourses and practices in an increasingly psychologised society

Exploring Transcultural Histories of Psychotherapies

2020-05-21

this book draws together studies of the histories of psychotherapies throughout the world in a comparative setting charting the intersections of these connected histories and transcultural networks of knowledge exchange and healing practices this volume’s explorations of these
transcultural histories help to illuminate the way in which these practices have shaped and continue to shape contemporary notions of psychological disorder well being and identity itself the contributors question the value free status claimed by a wide array of contemporary psychotherapies as well as the presuppositions of present day evidence based practice suspended between several different fields the advent of modern psychotherapies represents one of the distinctive features of twentieth century western societies and one that has been rapidly spreading to other parts of the world this volume will be of interest to those seeking to apply the conclusions of historical study to contemporary situations this book was originally published as a special issue of the european journal of psychotherapy counselling

**Eastspirit: Transnational Spirituality and Religious Circulation in East and West**

2017-08-28

eastspirit analyses eastern concepts practices and traditions in their new western and global contexts as well as in their transformed expressions and reappropriations back in the east within the framework of mutual interaction and circulation regionally and globally

**Report on the Culture, Needs, and Concerns of Native Hawaiians, Pursuant to Public Law 96-565, Title III**

1983
for many years gordon fee one of today s foremost evangelical scholars has been asked to bring his trusted biblical expertise together with his well known passion for the gospel and the church listening to the spirit in the text is his answer gathered here are fee s best studies and reflections on the art of attending to the biblical text critically yet with a deep spiritual sensitivity these insightful chapters cover a wide range of contemporary topics including the relationship between bible study and spirituality gender issues worship tongues speaking church order and leadership the believer and possessions and the role of the gospel in our global society

**Native Hawaiians Study Commission: Report on the culture, needs, and concerns of native Hawaiians, pursuant to Public Law 96-565, title III**  
1983

across europe we are witnessing a series of events that are drawing upon representations of men and masculinity that are rupturing the social fabric of everyday life for example media reports of social unrest misogynous hate crime religious extremism drug trafficking and political far right mobilization often have been at the centre of the discussion the figure of the apathetic disenchanted socially excluded young man marginalized masculinities explores how men in precarious positions in different countries and social contexts understand and experience their masculinities focusing on men who are viewed as being marginal in a range of fields in society including the family work the media and school by focusing on atypical or marginal masculinities in each subfield haywood and johansson provide an informed understanding of what it means to experience marginalization indeed within this enlightening
volume the chapters engage with the issue of whether it is necessary to name a dominant masculinity in order to make sense of and understand the nature of marginalized masculinity this insightful title will be of interest to researchers undergraduates and postgraduates interested in fields such as gender studies international studies comparative studies and men studies

**Listening to the Spirit in the Text**

2000-06-26

this book provides a state of the art look at the study of consciousness which is in the midst of a great renaissance while honoring jerome singer's impressive career it demonstrates the broad and integrative influence the study of consciousness has across a variety of subdisciplines of psychology experimental personality developmental social and clinical the contributors are pioneers in the study of consciousness and contemporary researchers this volume is a landmark statement about psychology s understanding of the role of consciousness in affective and cognitive processes the development of imagination in children and its application to the practice of psychotherapy

**Marginalized Masculinities**

2017-04-07

western society has never been more interested in interiority indeed it seems more and more people are deliberately looking inward toward the mind the body or both michal pagis s inward focuses on one increasingly popular channel for the introverted gaze vipassana meditation which has
spread from Burma to more than forty countries and counting lacing her account with vivid anecdotes and personal stories Pagis turns our attention not only to the practice of Vipassana but to the communities that have sprung up around it. Inward is also a social history of the westward diffusion of Eastern religious practices spurred on by the lingering effects of the British colonial presence in India at the same time Pagis asks knotty questions about what happens when we continually turn inward as she investigates the complex relations between physical selves, emotional selves and our larger social worlds. Her book sheds new light on evergreen topics such as globalization, social psychology and the place of the human body in the enduring process of self awareness.

At Play in the Fields of Consciousness

1999-03-01

Self help books aim to empower their readers and deliver happiness and personal fulfilment but do they really live up to this? This book offers a fresh perspective on self help culture and popular psychology research on this subject matter has generally focused on the USA and the Global Northwest. In contrast, this book explores the production, circulation and consumption of self help books from an innovative transnational perspective. Case studies on Trinidad, Mexico, the People’s Republic of China, the UK and the USA explore the roles which self help’s therapeutic narratives of self and social relationships play in the contemporary world. In this context, the book questions the extent to which self help fulfils its promise of individual autonomy and contentment. At the same time, it addresses debates about contemporary political change under transnational processes of cultural standardization.
Inward

2019-09-04

in this book professor ole jacob madsen analyses the implications of scandinavia s current concern for the mental health problems of adolescents said to be struggling in the face of increasing demands for achievement and success it critically examines our understanding of this so called achievement generation questioning whether today s youth are really worse off than previous generations and how we have come to believe that this is so the author s wide ranging investigation draws on a large body of research as well as considering socio political historical and regional factors that might be affecting the resilience and mental health among young people it also provides original psycholinguistic studies of popular media concepts associated with these issues including the achievement generation pathological perfection and the good girl syndrome deconstructing scandinavia s achievement generation presents an engaging contribution to key debates around therapeutic culture and society in the 21st century it will appeal to students and scholars of critical and social psychology sociology anthropology philosophy as well as to those working in education social work and mental health

Transnational Popular Psychology and the Global Self-Help Industry

2016-04-08

with increased interest in predicting and ultimately preventing academic failure in children comes the need for effective preschool and primary school assessment the first step in developing an effective assessment program is to select tests that will yield data needed for individual decision making one factor that has been shown to contribute to the
prediction of children’s academic achievement is visual motor integration skill the qualitative scoring system for the modified version of the bender gestalt test was developed in the 1980s to measure visual motor integration skill in preschool and early elementary school children the assessment instrument utilizes six of the nine bender gestalt test designs which are copied by the child it may be administered in either individual or group format the scoring system involves a six point scale used to judge the overall quality of each design examiners will find the assessment instrument easy to administer score and interpret further research has shown that the assessment instrument is a reliable and valid predictor of school achievement this book will describe the development and refinement of the qualitative scoring system for the modified version of the bender gestalt test in addition it will provide detailed information and guidelines for administering scoring and interpreting the test specifically there are separate chapters on administration and scoring standardization and norming reliability and validity and interpretation in short the book contains everything psychologists and educational specialists need to know to use the qualitative scoring system for the modified version of the bender gestalt test
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